
 

Welcome to Event #2 of the Macpac XTERRA Auckland Series  - Totara Park – Sunday 19th July.  
So close to the city, just 5 mins off the Southern Motorway, Totara Park really is a hidden gem! Native bush, Totara lined trails and even twisty 
single track, this one really does have it all.  
Less challenging that most of the locations in the Series, this is a perfect one to round up any newbie friends you want to get involved.  

IMPORTANT EVENT INFORMATION 
PLEASE take 5 minutes to read through the information below to ensure you have everything you need to know ahead of event day. 

COVID-19 PROCEDURES 
We are delighted to be in the fortunate position to be able to deliver events under “normal” conditions after the unusual times we’ve all 
witnessed in the last few months. However there are few things to be aware of as we adjust to our new normal.  

1. If you feel at all unwell please STAY AWAY. If you have any symptoms please do not attend the event, you will be able to transfer your entry 
to another event without any administration fees. Symptom information can be found online here.  

2.There will be a contract tracing QR code poster to scan on arrival so that you can register your attendance. THIS IS PARTICULARLY 
IMPORTANT FOR SPECTATORS. The government tracing app can be downloaded at https://tracing.covid19.govt.nz/ 

3.There will be a hand sanitiser station at every aid station and in various locations around the event base. Please use these as required.  

4. Your attendance information will be collected for the purpose of contact tracing and may be disclosed to the Ministry of Health should the 
need arise. 

DRIVING DIRECTIONS & TRANSPORT INFORMATION 
 
Mid Course Participants Please See Below! 
There is no specific parking area for most of you at this one, but there is ample on-street parking around "The Gardens" area. Please see full 
driving instructions online here for more information.  

The entrance to event base is located off 90 Wairere Road, The Gardens, 2105. Once you have parked somewhere in the area head to the end 
of Wairere Road and there will be marshals there to direct you to event base.  

As a requirement of getting our permit for use of Totara Park, the public car park nearest the entrance gate must be kept free for public 
use. When you start to see the roads filling up with cars on your drive in it would be advisable to find a park where you can and walk from 
there.  

DROP OFF ZONE  
If you'd like to drop off friends/family at the entrance and let one poor driver find a space then there will be a drop off zone available at the 
end of Wairere Road.  

Mid Course Participants 
We have one area of reserved event parking that we use for a different slice of participants each year - this year it's your turn! Please keep an 
eye on your inbox for a parking specific email coming your way next week. 

CARPOOLING 
We have no specific carpooling spot for this one, but we do always encourage you to reduce our impact on the environment, and in this case 
the local residents too! Parking is always a challenge when there is no event car parking area, so any efforts to carpool and reduce the number 
of cars trying to park would be hugely appreciated.  

To recruit passengers; head online to our Auckland XTERRA Series Car Pooling Group and find yourself some buddies! 
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EVENT REGISTRATION 
 
Registration will open from 7:30am at event base.  
With so many people descending on event base in such a short time frame, queues are inevitable. We do our best to keep the lines moving but 
please allow time for queueing at registration AND then for toilets as well. We would advise arriving approximately 1 hour before your start 
time.  

Series Entrants  
If you collected your race number at the last event you are all good to go! No need to do anything on event morning. If you still need to pick up 
your race bib, find your name on the Series Board, check your number, then head to the Series Registration and you will find your race bib in 
numerical order. 
This is your race bib for the entire series so make sure you look after it – and remember to bring it with you for every event!  

Individual Event Entrants 
Registration is split alphabetically by surname, all you need to do is check which line you’re meant to be in and then give your name to our 
friendly registration staff – easy! 

EVENT START TIMES & COMPULSORY EVENT BRIEFINGS  
Event briefings will be held 10 minutes before the start of each event, For your own safety, these are compulsory. 

 EVENT BRIEFING START TIME 

 Super Long Course 08:50 09:00 

 Long Course 08:50 09:00 

 Mid Course 09:50 10:00 

 Short Course 10:20 10:30 

CUPLESS EVENTS 
In an effort to minimise our waste production we have removed disposable cups from our aid stations. Please remember your reusable cup, 
hydration pack or water bottle to fill up! (You can purchase a collapsible silicone water cup at event base for 5$). 

FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
We've always got a cold beer waiting for you from our good mates at Speights, and what goes better with a cold one than hot chips?! So once 
you have sufficiently recovered after your run or walk, head over to our food vendor and grab yourselves free hot chips, then make your way 

to the big blue Speight's tent and grab yourself a cold one to go with it 😉 There will also additional menu items available for purchase. 
Hero Coffee will be onsite saving the day with their awesome coffees to kick start your day! 

SCOTT RUNNING NZ 
Our new footwear partner SCOTT Running will be on site, with great deals on the SCOTT Supertrac RC. Be sure to get along to the SCOTT tent 
and check out their range of trail running shoes- perfect for the XTERRA Auckland series #tractionmatters 

MINI 
Have you laid out your shoes? Packed and re-packed? As a proud partner of this year’s event series, MINI knows the importance of a stealthy 
preparation.  

The MINI Countryman SUV, is made for great escapes, long drives and even longer runs. It knows its way around the city, but its heart is in the 
hills. It’s actually a lot like trail running: once you try it, you’ll never go back! 
So once you’ve crossed that finish line, come find them at event base. 

SPORTS LAB MASSAGE 
The experts in Physio, Podiatry and Massage, the Sports Lab team, bring a wealth of knowledge beyond the essential post-run rub down. 

However, they also do that rub down REAL well! 😍 

Treat those tired legs to post event massage to speed up your recovery – $15 for 10 minutes  or $30 for 20 minutes. 

R-LINE 
We are partnering up with R-Line Electrolyte Drink to keep you all fuelled and hydrated! R-Line electrolyte drink is based in Mount Maunganui 
and make a range of 9 different flavoured sports drink concentrates 

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY 
The team from Photos4Sale will be out on course and at the finish line again this year to capture all the magic of the day! Your personal photos 
will be available online after the event, and their unique Pay What You Want initiative means there's nothing stopping you grabbing an action 
shot or two to enjoy later. 
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GEAR TENT 
There will be gear tent at event base for you to leave any essentials while you are out running. Please feel free to take warm, dry layers to 
make sure you're comfortable after your run.  
Pro tip: if you have a gear bag that is anything other than black you'll be winning when it comes to collection time! 

RUNNING AND WALKING FORMALITIES 
We all love a good competition, so for our first-timers and a reminder to our regulars, we have different running and walking categories. This is 
to ensure that both runners and walkers can compare results against other walkers and runners. Many times a walker will unintentionally 
break into a run but if you are planning to run some and walk some of the event, please enter the run category and only enter the walk 
category if you plan to walk the entire distance that you’ve entered. 

PLEASE BRING CASH 
Although all our wonderful suppliers manage to do their thing in whatever muddy, remote forest we ask of them (who even needs a fancy 
massage studio?!), please be aware that many of our suppliers don't have mobile eftpos facilities. Even if they do, the nature of our locations 
means they rarely have enough reception for it to work! 

We would strongly advise you stock up on some cash before you arrive to ensure you can enjoy a post-run massage or a coffee or two. 

SPONSORS 
We are stoked to welcome back NZ icon Macpac as title sponsor for the XTERRA Auckland Trail Run/Walk Series! These guys have been 
outfitting kiwis for all their outdoor adventures since 1973 and know what's what when it comes to comfort and performance in all conditions.  

We are very fortunate to also have a great group of supporting sponsors for this year’s series. We really couldn't do it without these guys so 
please show your support whenever you can!  

Partners Life 

Cargo Plus 

Mini 

Speight's 

Scott Running 

R-Line 

 
We look forward to welcoming you all to Totara Park! 

Cheers,  

Julieanne, Mark and the Total Sport Team 

Keep an eye on the Macpac XTERRA Auckland Trail Series Facebook page for more news and updates!  
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